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Introduction
This report contains a listing sorted alphabetically by author of all unclas-
sified NPS technical reports written in the period 1969 - 1979 by faculty currently
ip the Operations Research Department.
The Department of Operations Research was merged in 1971 with the Department
of Business and Economics to become the Department of Operations Research and
Administrative Science. In 1976 these were split into two departments.
The source of the information contained in this report is the FACPUB system
maintained by the NPS library. Corrections or omissions should be directed to the
cataloging division of the library.
NAVAL POSTGRADUATE SCHOOL
Monterey, California
DEPARTMENT OF OPERATIONS RESEARCH
TECHNICAL REPORTS
And it us A ?
A preliminary study of vulnerability of U. S. naval
forces in the Gulf of Tonkin using a manual war game
Naval Postgraduate School, (NPs-55As72051 A) , 1972.
39 p.
Andrus, A F
A GPSS model: Submarine detection and trail
Naval Postgraduate School, (NPS-55As7506 1) , 1975. 28
P.
Andrus, A F; Gaver, D P
The spare parts allocation problem with imperfect
information
Naval Postgraduate School, (NPS-55As72041 A) , 1972.
60 p.
Ariraa, J K; Neil, D E
Skill deterioration and its management
Naval Postgraduate School, (NPS-55787) , 1978. 70 p.
Barr, D R
An analysis of adjustment procedures for grenade
launchers
Naval Postgraduate School, (NPS-55Bn73041 A) , 1973.
16 p.
Barr, D R
Two seguestial CEP tests
Naval Postgraduate School, (NPS-55Bn7406 1) , 1974. 15
P.
Barr, d r
Statistical aspects of the AN/IPQ-27 PSVT design
Naval Postgraduate School, (NPS-55-77-1 4) , 1977. 27
P.
Barr, D R
Possible approaches to determining lateral and range
effects of bomb stations, based on observed impact
points
Sponsored by the Naval Electronics Systems Command,
Naval Postgraduate School, (NPS-557810) , 1978. 15 p.
Barr, D R; Burnett, T D
A sequential median tsst with applications to CEP
testing




DEPARTMENT OF OPERATIONS RESEARCH
TECHNICAL REPORTS (cont'd)
Barr, D R: Jayachandran, I; Larson, H J
Some statistical procedures for the joint oil analysis
program
Sponsored by the Technical Support Center, Naval Air
Rework Facility. Pensacola. Fla. Naval Postgraduate
School, (NPS-5578008) , 1978. 72 p.
Barr, D R; Jordan. M F
A power distribution model for weapon accuracy
Naval Postgraduate School, (NPS-553n7401 1) , 1974. 31
P-
Barr, D R; Poock, G K; Richards, R
Experimental designs and analyses for initial ACCAT test
bed experimental demonstrations
Naval Postgraduate School, (NPS-55772 1) , 1977. 77 p.
Barr, D R; Poock, G K; Richards, F R; Miller. H G
Experimentation, research, and operational concepts for
the Naval Postgraduate School remote site module
Naval Ocean Systems Center* San Diego, Calif., 1978.
28 p.
Barr, D R; Poock, G K; Richards. F R
Experimentation manual. Part 1; Experimentation
methodology
Naval Postgraduate School, (NPS55-78-032) , Nov.,
1978. 47 p.
Barr. D R; Richards, F R
Utility induced subjective probability
Naval Postgraduate School, (NPS-55Bn7501 1) , 1975. 32
P«
Barr. D R; Richards, F R
Utility assessment methodology, preliminary development
phase report
Systems Exploration, Inc., (Technical Rep.), Dec,
1978.
Barr. D R: Richards, F R
Mk 82 bomb ejection sensitivity test report
Sponsored by Naval Electronic Systems Command. Naval
Postgraduate School, (NPS55-79-02) , Feb., 1979. 20
P-
Barr. D R: Thomas, M U
Statistical aspects of lumpability hypothesis for Markov
chains
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Barr, D R; Zehna, P W
Tables of common probability distributions
Naval Postgraduate School, (HP3-55ZeBnO(H 1 A) , 1970.
31 p.
Bradley, G H: Brown, G G: Graves, G w
Large scale network: alorithms - theory and
implementation
Naval Postgraduate School, (NPS-553z75 101) , 1975.
Bradley, G H; Hillier, F S
A constructive theory and applications for the solution
of mixed integer systems of linear eguations
Oper. Res. Department, Stanford Univ. (TR11), 1973.
2S p.
Bradley, G H; Howard, G I; Schneidewind, N F; Green, T F;
Montgomery, G
System test methodology. Volume II
Naval Postgraduate School, (NPS-5S5SS75072B) , 1975.
Bradley, G H; Howard, G I; Schneidewind, N F; Green, T F;
Montgomery. G
System test methodology, Volume I
Naval Postgraduate School, (NP5-55Ss75072A) , 1975.
Bradley, G H; Schneidewind, N F; Howard, G T; Green, T F
Structure and error detection in computer software
Naval Postgraduate School, (N?S-5dSs75021) , 1975. 20
P.
Bradley. G H; Shubik, M
A note on the shape of the Pareto optimal surface
Yale Univ., (Cowles Foundation Discussion Paper No.
350) , 1973. 13 p.
Brown, G G; Bradley, G: Graves, G
Design and implementation of large scale primal
transshipment algorithms
Naval Postgraduate School, (NP5- 553zBw7609 1) , UCLA
WMSI Rep. 260, Note: presented to 9th Int.
Mathematical Programming Symp., Budapest, Aug., 1976.
Brown, G G; Geoffrion, k: Bradley, G H
Seasonal production planning with limited shared tooling
at the key operation
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Brown, G G; Shubert, B
On random binary trees
Naval Postgraduate School, (NPS-553w7606 1) , 1976. 45
P.
Brown. G G; Taylor. J G
A table of Lartchester-Clif ford-Schlafi functions
Naval Postgraduate School, (NPS-557739) , 1977. 72 p.
Brown, G G; Taylor, J G
The Liouville-Green approximation to the solution
variable-coefficient Lanchester-type equations of
warfare
Naval Postgraduate School, (NPS-557744) , 1977. 21 p.
Brown, G G; Taylor, J G
A short table of Lanchaster-Cliff ord-Schlafi functions
Naval Postgraduate School, (NPS-557742) , 1977. 58 p.
Butterworth, R W
Bounds on the availability function
Naval Postgraduate School, (NPS-55Bd71 06 1 A) , 1971.
20 p.
Butterworth, R W
A set theoretic treatment of coherent systems
Naval Postgraduate School, (NPS-55Bd71 062A) , 1971.
21 p.
Butterworth, R W
A simple policy planning model for determining sea and
shore tour lengths
Navy Personnel Res. and Development Center, San
Diego, Calif., (TR 74-2), 1973. 11 p.
Butterworth, R W
On congestion in outpatient walk-in clinics
Naval Postgraduate School, {NPS-55Bd7506 1) , 1975. 47
P.
Butterworth, R w
Minifast - An interactive model of the Navy's enlisted
personnel system
Naval Postgraduate School, (NP3-55Bd76081) , 1976. 34
P-
Butterworth, R W; Marshall, K T
A survey of renewal theory with emphasis on
approximations
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Butterworth, R W; Milch, P R
Clustering analysis of enlisted Navy ratings
(Working Paper No. 101), 1974. 14 p.
Butterworth, R W; Milch, P R
Clustering Navy ratings by loss behavior
Navai Postgraduate School, (NPS-55Bd75062) , 1975.
Dean, S M; Jones, C R; Sovereign, M G
The Naval ship acquisition process as a system
Sponsored by the Office of Naval Res. Naval
Postgraduate School, (NCAR Project 78-1) , 1978. 33
P-
Esary, J D
Proposed modifications to the probability of kill model
established in the JSORs for the AIAAM and AIAAM
missiles (U)
Naval weapons Center, China Lake, Calif., (Reg.
39052-53), 1978. 30 p.
Elster, R 3: Read, R R; Sithens, w H; Musgrave, G L;
Creighton, J W
Design of operational career ladders
Naval Postgraduate School, (NP5-55Ea73061) , June,
1978. 91 p.
Esary, J D
The effect of modeling depth on reliability prediction
for systems subject to a phased mission profile
Naval Postgraduate School, (NPS-557732) , 1977. 22 p.
Esary, J D; Hayne, W J
Properties of an approximate hazard transform
Naval Postgraduate School, (NPS-55Ey73091A) 1973. 22
P<
Esary. J D; Marshall, A H
Multivariate distributions with exponential miniraums
Naval Postgraduate School, (NPS-55Ey70091A) 1970.
Esary, J D; Marshall, A W
Some classes of distributions closed under the
foundation of coherent systems
Univ. of Wash., (T. R. 59) 1971.
Esary, J D; Marshall, A W
Families cf components, and systems, exposed to a
compound Poisson damage process
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TECHNICAL REPORTS (cont'd)
Esary, J D; Marshall, A W
Multivariate geometric distributions generated by a
cumulative damage process
Naval Postgraduate School, (NPS-55Ey7304lA) 1973. 29
P.
Esary, J D; Marshall, A W; Proschan, F
Shock models and wear processes
Fla. State Univ., Tallahasee, Fla., (FSU Statistics
Rep. M194) , 1970.
Esary, J D: Ziehms, H
Reliability analysis of phased missions
Naval Postgraduate School, (NPS-55Ey75021) 1975. 25
P-
Forrest, R N
Erosion and discharge wares (U)
(Memo.) 1972.
Forrest, R N




ORAD application memorandum (If)
(Memo.) 1972.
Forrest, R N




Naval Postgraduate School, (NPS-55Fo74 12 1) 1974. 32
P-
Forrest, R N
Some comments on the effectiveness of an optical ranging
and detection system for submarine search
Naval Postgraduate School, (NPS-55Fo74 122) 1974. 13
P-
Forrest. R N
A submarine magnetic anomaly signal model with programs
for a Hewlett-Packard 65 calculator
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Forrest, R N
Spine notes on search, detection and localization
modeling
Naval Postgraduate School, (NPS-55Fo7504 1) 1975. 34
P.
Forrest, R N
A magnetic anomaly signal model with programs for a
Texas Instruments SR-52 calculator
Naval Postgraduate School, (NPS-55Fo76021) r 1976. 62
P.
Forrest, R Ni. c o l. , n u
A procedure for estimatinq an object's position based




Naval Postgraduate School, (NPS-55-77-34) , 1977. 37
P.
Forrest, R N
Magnetic anomaly detection models
Naval Postgraduate School, (NPS-55-77-19) , 1977. 88
P.
Forrest, R N
A procedure for estimating an object's position based on
two or more bearings with a program for a TI-39
calculator
Naval Postgraduate School, (NPS-557774) , 1977.
Forrest, R N
Spoor identification and submarine localization
Sponsored by Strategic Systems Project Office. Naval
Postgraduate School, (NP555-78-031f , Oct., 1978. 14
P-
Forrest, R N
Magnetic anomaly detection models with a program for a
TI-59 calculator
Naval Postgraduate School, (NPS-557802 1) , 1978. 52
P-
Forrest, R N
An evaluation of a signal processing technique
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TECHNICAL REPORTS (cont'd)
Forrest, R N
A procedure for estimating an object's position based on
two or more bearings with a program for a TI-59
calculator
Naval Postgraduate School, (NPS55-77-34 (Revised)),
Aug., 1978! 42 p.
Forrest, R N
A note on the use of positive and negative information
to update target location estimates
Naval Postgraduate School, (NPS-557801 8) , 1978. 13
P.
Forrest, R N
A discussion of some work done under the NPS - Naval
Intelligence Research Project (U)
Sponsored by Naval Intelligence Support Center.
Naval Postgraduate School, (NPS55-79-008PR) , Mar.,
1979. 6 p.
Forrest. R N
A submarine spoor detection model
Sponsored by Strategic Systems Project Office. Naval
Postgraduate School, (NPS- 79-016) , Aug., 1979. 27 p.
Gaver, D P
System service output with application to
multiprogramming
Naval Postgraduate School, (NPS-55Gv71 091 A) 1971. 21
P.
Gaver. D P
Methods for assessing variability with emphasis on
simulation data interpretation




Naval Postgraduate School, (NPS-55G v72392A) 1972. 15
P-
Gaver. D P
Delays at a facility with demand from many distinct
sources
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TECHNICAL REPORTS (cont'd)
Gaver, D P
Analytical models for supplementing ship manning
simulations
Naval Postgraduate School, (Ni>S-55Gv73021 A) 1973. 24
P.
Gaver. D P
DOD budget data analyzed by robust regression technigues




Naval Postgraduate School, (NPS-55Gv75 102) 1975. 20
P.
Gaver, D P
The cpnstruction and fitting of some simple
probabilistic computer models
Naval Postgraduate School, (N?S-55Gv7501 1) 1975. 42
P.
Gaver, D P
Statistical methods of probable use for understanding
remote sensing data
Sponsored by Office of Naval Res. Naval Postgraduate
School, (NPS55-79-020) , Oct., 1979. 19 p.
Gaver, D P; Acar, a
Analytical hazard representation for use in reliability,
mortality, and simulation studies
Naval Postgraduate School, (NPS55-78-017) , Aug.,
1978. 48 p.
Gaver, D P; Andrus, A F
The spare parts allocation problem with imperfect
information, I
Naval Postgraduate School, (NPS-55As72041A) 1972. 60
P-
Gaver, D P; Humfeld, G
Huititype multiprogramming: Probability models and
numerical procedures
Naval Postgraduate School, (NPS-55Gv75 1 01) , 1975. 21
P.
Gaver, D P; Jacobs, P A
Storage problems when demand is "all or nothing"
Sponsored by the Nat. Sci. Foundation. Naval





DEPARTMENT OF OPERATIONS RESEARCH
TECHNICAL REPORTS (cont'd)
Gaver, D P; Lehoczky, J P
Gaussian approximations to service problems: A
communication system example
Naval Postgraduate School, (NPS-55G v7506 1) , 1975. 3o
P-
Gaver. D P: Lehoczky, J P
Models for work backlogs at computers that time-share
heterogeneous users
Naval Postgraduate School, (NPS-557733) , 1977. 33 p.
Gaver, D P; Lehoczky, J P
Non-stationary infinite server models and their
relatives
Sponsored by the Office of Naval Res. and Nat. Sci.
Foundation. Naval Postgraduate School,
(NPS-5578026) , 1978. 20 p.
Gaver, D P; Lehoczky, J P
Channel blocking in a satellite communication system
model
Naval Postgraduate School, (NPS55-78-025) , Oct.,
1978. 37 p.
Gaver, D P; Lehoczky, J P
Channels that cooperatively service a data strean and
voice messages, I
Naval Postgraduate School, (NPS55-79-027) , Nov.,
1979. 46 p.
Gaver, D P; Lehoczky, J P: Perlas, M
Transitory service systems
Naval Postgraduate School, (NPS-55Gv73051 A) , 1972.
32 p.
Gaver, D P; Lewis. PAW
First-order autoregressive and gamma seguences
Sponsored by the Office of Naval Res. and Nat. Sci.
Foundation. Naval Postgraduate School,
(NPS-5578016) , 1978. 33 p.
Gaver, D P; Levis, PAW
Statistical approaches to managing manpower data bases
Naval Postgraduate School, tNPS-55S vLw7402 1) 1974.
25 p.
Gaver, D ?; Shedler, G S
Processor utilization in multiprogramming systems via
diffusion approximations





DEPARTMENT OF OPERATIONS RESEARCH
TECHNICAL REPORTS (cont'd)
Gaver, D P; Shedler, G S
Approximate models for processor utilization in
multiprogrammed computer systems
Naval Postgraduate School, (NPS-55Gv7209 U) 1972. 22
P-
Gaver, D P; Shedler, G S
Sampling from the negative binomial distribution using
Weibull mixture
(IBM Tech. Rep.) 1973.
Srinold, R C
A steady state longitudinal manpower planning model with
several classes by manpower
Naval Postgraduate School, (NP355-79-025) , Aug.,
1979. 68 p. *
'
Hartman, J K
Iterative determination of parameters for an exact
penalty function
Naval Postgraduate School, (NPS-55Hh71 12 1A) 1971. 27
P-
Hartman, J K
Some experiments in global optimization
Naval Postgraduate School, (NPS-55Hh72051 A) 1972. 23
P.
Hartman, J K
Conditions under which a penalty function algorithm is
well defined
Naval Postgraduate School, (NPS-55Hh73 101A) 1973. 8
P-
Hartman, J K
Global solutions to absolute value "linear" programs
Naval Postgraduate School, (NPS-55Hh73 1 1 U) 1973.
Hartman, J K
A new method for global optimization
Naval Postgraduate School, (NPS-55Hh730»*1A) 1973. 12
P-
Hartman. J K
Construction workload and resource allocation study:
progress report












Heuristics for global optimization of constrained
nonlinear programs
Naval Postgraduate School, (NPS-55Hh74051) 1974. 15
P-
Hartman, J K
Epsilon-optimality for a global optiaization algorithm
Naval Postgraduate School, (NPS-55Hh75 1 21) 1975. 11
P-
Hartraan, J K
A branch and bound method for nonseparable nonconvex
optimization
Naval Postgraduate School, (NPS-55Hh75 1 02) 1975. 11
P-
Hartman, J K
Extension of the grid linearization algorithm for convex
optimization to nonconvex nonlinear programs
Naval Postgraduate School, (N?S-55Hh7507 1) 1975. 22
P-
Hartman, J K
Preliminary systems specifications for the NTDS computer
facilities scheduling system
May 20, 1977. 29 p.
Hartman, J K
Parametric terrain and line of sight modelling in the
STAR combat model
Sponsored by U. S. Army Training and Doctrine
Command. Naval Postgraduate School, (NPS-55-79-01 8)
,
Aug., 1979. 81 p.
Hartman, J K
A survey of some models for determining munitions
stockpile requirements for air to ground weapons
Sponsored by the Naval Weapons Center, China Lake-




DEPARTMENT OF OPERATIONS RESEARCH
TECHNICAL REPORTS (cont'd)
Hartman, J K; Howard, G r
NTDS computer facilities scheduling.
Naval Postgraduate School, (NPS-55Hh55Hk761 1 1) , 1976.
39 p.
Hartman, J K; Howard, G r
NTDS computer facilities scheduling system: Final
report
Sponsored by the Fleet Combat. Direction Systems
Support Activity, San Diego, Calif. Naval
Postgraduate School, (NPS-557745) , 1977. 153 p.
Hartman, J K; Lasdon, L S
A generalized upper bounding algorithm for
multicommodity network flow problems
Case Western Reserve Univ., Cleveland, Ohio. (Tech.
Memo 193) 1970. 38 p.
Hartman, J K; Sheppard, F L
Thermoeconomic analysis of vapor power systems
Naval Postgraduate School, (NPS-59Nn75062A) 1975.
106 p.
Hartman- J >K; Womer, N K
Auditing cost-effectiveness analyses of technological
ghanoes
Naval Postgraduate School, (NPS-55Hh73121A) 1973.
102 p.
Howard, G T
Sensor accuracy mission performance study
Mellonics Systems Develop. Div. of Litton Industries,
1970.
Howard, G T
Minimizing expected shortages in a multi-item inventory
system
Naval Postgraduate School, (NPS-55Hk7 1 01 1 A) 1971. 38
P.
Howard, G T
Minimizing the number of penetrations in a boundary
defense problem
Naval Postgraduate School, (NPS-55Hk72041A) 1972. 29
P.
Howard, G T
An allocation model for attacking defended target
complexes with imperfect attackers
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TECHNICAL REPORTS (cont'd)
Howard. G T
Analysis of a demand access communication system with
priority classes
Naval Postgraduate School, (NPS-55Hk74 121) 1974.
Howard, G T
Allocation of resources to maximize flow capacity in a
mixed ser ies--parallel network
Naval Postgraduate School, (N?S-55Hk74 122) 197U.
Howard, G T
FACPUB: A system for computerizing faculty publication
records
Naval Postgraduate School, (NPS55-79-01 9) , Sept.,
1979. 94 p.
Howard, G I; Balut , S J
N job, one machine scheduling to minimize the number of
late nobs when set-up times are sequence dependent
Naval Postgraduate School, (NPS-55HR72021A) 1972. 19
P-
Howard, G T; Balut. S J
Comparison of three rules of thumb to the optimal
solution in investigation theory--with sample problems
Naval Postgraduate School, (NPS-55Hk7301 U) 1973. 22
P-
Howard, G T; Bradley, G H: S chneidewind, N F; Green, T F
Structure and error detection in computer software
Naval Postgraduate School, (NPS-55Ss75021) 1975. 20
P-






Howard, G T; Bradley, G H; Schneidewind, N F; Green, T F;
Montgomery. G
System test methodology, Vol. I
Naval Postgraduate School, (NPS-55Ss75072A) 1975.
Howard, G T
A target selection model
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TECHNICAL REPORTS (cont'd)
Howard. G T; Schneidewind, N F: Kirchgaessner, M
Software error detection models, validation tests and
program complexity measures
Naval Postgraduate School, (NPS-52Ss76 11 1) , 1976.
155 p.
Huber, R K; Low, L J: Taylor, J G
Some thoughts on developing a theory of combat
Sponsored by Foundation Res. Program and Scientific
Affairs Div. of NATO Res. Grants Programme. Naval
Postgraduate School, (NPS 55-79-014), July, 1979. 54
P.
Jacobs, P A
Functionals of a vehicular traffic model with dependent
motions
Department of Oper. Res., Stanford Univ., (Technical
Rep. 74-5), 1975.
Jacobs, P A
The motion of a distinguished particle in an infinite
particle system
Department of Oper. Res., Stanford Univ., (Technical
Rep.), 1974.
Jacobs, P A
The description of a random field by means of its
conditional distribution
Department of Oper. Res., Stanford Univ., (Technical
Rep. 74-3), 1974.
Jacobs, P A
A cyclic gueueing network with dependent exponential
s £ it v i. c £ "t lin^s
Naval Postgraduate School, (NPS-557740) , 1977. 31 p.
Jacobs, P A
Heavy traffic results for single server gueues with
dependent (EARMA) service and interarrival times
Sponsored by the Nat. Sci. Foundation. Naval
Postgraduate School, (NPS55-79-009) , Apr., 1979. 27
P.
Jacobs, P A
A model for the defense of a mine field
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TECHNICAL REPORTS (cont'd)
Jacobs, P A; Lewis, PAW
Discrete time series generated *>y mixtures III:
Autoregressive processes (DAR (p) )
Naval Postgraduate School, (NPS55-78-022) , Sept.,
1978. 45 p. r
Lehoczky, J P; Gaver, D P
Approximate models for central server systems with twojob types
Naval Postgraduate School, (NPS-557725) , 1977. 24 p.
Lehoczky, J P: Gaver, D P
Channels that cooperatively service a data stream and
voice messages, II: Diffusion approximations
Naval Postgraduate School, (NPS55-79-028) , Nov.,
1979. 45 p.
Lewis, PAW
Recent results in the statistical analysis of univariate
point processes
Naval Postgraduate School, (NPS-55Lw71 121 A) , 1971.
90 p.
Lewis, PAW
Large-scale computer-aided statistical mathematics
Naval Postgraduate School, (NPS-55Lw72 1 1 1 A) , 1972.
16 p.
Le wis P A W
SASE VI and the statistical analyses of series in events
in computer systems
Naval Postgraduate School, (NPS-55Lw76091) , 1976. 21
P.
Lewis PAW
Simple models for positive-valued and discrete-valued
time series with ARMA correlation structure
Naval Postgraduate School, (NPS 55-78-033), Nov.,
1978. 42 p.
XfGwis PAW
The spectrum of intervals for superposed Erland renewal
processes
Naval Postgraduate School, (NPS-55LW 73062A) , 1973.
33 p.
Lewis, PAW; Gaver, D
First order autoregressive Gamma sequences and Point
processes
Sponsored by the Office of the Naval Res. and Nat.
Sci. Foundation. Naval Postgraduate School,




DEPARTMENT OF OPERATIONS RESEARCH
TECHNICAL REPORTS (cont'd)
Lewis, PAH; Gaver, D P
Statistical approaches to managing manpower data bases
Naval Postgraduate School, (NPS-55GvLw74021) , 19 74
.
25 p.
Lewis, PAW; Goodman, A S; Robbins, H E
Simultaneous estimation of large numbers of extreme
quantiles in simulation experiments
Naval Postgraduate School, (NPS-55Lw71 122A) , 1971.
41 p.
Lewis, PAW; Iglehart. D
Regenerative simulation with internal controls
Sponsored by the Office of Naval Res. Naval
Postgraduate School, (NPS-557805) , 1978, 29 p.
Lewis, PAW; Iglehart, D L
Variance reduction for regenerative simulations, I:
Internal control and stratified sampling for queues.
Control Analysis Corp., Palo Alto, Calif., Tech. Rep.
(86-22) , 1976. 30 p.
Lewis, PAW; Jacobs, P A
A mixed autoregressiva-moving average exponential
sequence and point process (EARMA 1,1)
Naval Postgraduate School, (NPS-55Lw75101) , 1975. 33
P.
Lewis, PAW: Jacobs, P A
Discrete time series generated by mixtures I:
Correlational and runs properties
Naval Postgraduate School, (NPS-55-77- 1) , 1977. 35
P.
Lewis, PAW: Jacobs, P A
Discrete time series generated by mixtures III:
Autoregressive processes (DAR(p))
Sponsored by the Office of Naval Res. Naval
Postgraduate School, (NPS-5578022) , 1978. 29 p.
Lewis, PAW; Lawrance, A J
loving average exponen-
Naval Postgraduate School, (NPS-55Lw7506l) , 1975. 26
Lewis, PAW; Lawrance, A J
An exponential autoregressive-moving average process
EARMA (p,q) : Definition and correlational properties
Sponsored by the Office of Naval Res. Naval
Postgraduate School, (NPS-557801 ) , 1978. 35 p.
NAVAL POSTGRADUATE SCHOOL
Monterey, California
DEPARTMENT OF OPERATIONS RESEARCH
TECHNICAL REPORTS (COnt»d)
Lewis, PAW; Lawrence, A J
Properties of the bivariate delayed Poisson process
Naval Postgraduate School, (NPS-55Lw7407lf , 1974. 25
P-
Lewis, PAW: Learmonth, G P
Naval Postgraduate School random number generator
package LL random
Naval Postgraduate School, (NPS-55Lw73061 A) , 1973.
51 p.
Lewis, PAW; Learmonth, G P
Statistical tests of some widely used and recently
proposed uniform random number generators
Naval Postgraduate School, (NPS-55Lw73 1 1 1 A) , 1973. 9
P-
Lewis, PAW; Robinson, D W
Testing for a monotone trend in a modulated renewal
process
Naval Postgraduate School, (NPS-55Lw73 121) , 1973. 27
P.
Lewis, PAW; Robinson, D W
Generating Gamma and Cauchy random variables: an
extension to the Naval Postgraduate School random number
package
Naval Postgraduate School, (NPS-72Ro75041) , 1975. 58
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